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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) generates large amounts
of data at the network edge. Machine learning models are
often built on these data, to enable the detection, classification,
and prediction of future events. Due to network bandwidth,
storage, and especially privacy concerns, it is often impossible
to send all the IoT data to the data center for centralized model
training. To address these issues, federated learning has been
proposed to let nodes use local data to train models, which
are then aggregated to synthesize a global model. Most of the
existing work has focused on designing learning algorithms with
provable convergence time, but other issues such as incentive
mechanism are unexplored. Although incentive mechanisms have
been extensively studied in network and computation resource
allocation, yet they can not be applied to federated learning
directly due to the unique challenges of information un-sharing
and difficulties of contribution evaluation. In this paper, we
study the incentive mechanism for federated learning to motivate
edge nodes to contribute model training. Specifically, a deep
reinforcement learning-based (DRL) incentive mechanism has
been designed to determine the optimal pricing strategy for the
parameter server and the optimal training strategies for edge
nodes. Finally, numerical experiments have been implemented
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed DRL-based incentive
mechanism.

Index Terms—Federated learning, incentive mechanism, deep
reinforcement learning (DRL)

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has demonstrated great potentials to revo-
lutionize the Internet-of-Things (IoT) by improving the effi-
ciency of deployment and management of IoT, enhancing IoT
security and privacy protection, and enabling various smart
applications [1]–[3]. The success of deep learning for IoT
stems from the availability of big training data and massive
computation power. However, in many applications, training
data are generated by distributed devices or equipments owned
by individuals or different organizations, who hesitate to share
their data that expose privacy. Moreover, it becomes difficult to
aggregate these data to a single computing site for centralized
training due to the increasing data size.

Federated learning has been proposed to enable distributed
computing nodes to collaboratively train models without ex-
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posing their own data. Its basic idea is to let these computing
nodes train local models using their own data, respectively, and
then upload the local models, instead of data, to a logically
centralized parameter server that synthesizes a global model.
Since an inception by Google [4], federated learning has
attracted great attentions from both academia and industry.

Although federated learning has shown great advantages in
enabling collaborative learning while protecting data privacy,
it still faces an open challenge of incentivizing people to join
the federated learning by contributing their computation power
and data. An intuitive idea is to reward participants according
to their contributions, following the existing incentive mecha-
nism designs for many other scenarios [5]–[11]. Unfortunately,
there are two main difficulties that make traditional incentive
mechanisms unfit in federated learning. First, computing nodes
do not share their decisions due to privacy concerns. Without
the information of other nodes, it would be impossible for
a participant to derive an optimal decision with close-form
expression. Second, it is difficult to evaluate the contribution
of participants to the accuracy of trained models. Evidences
have shown that the relationship between model accuracy
and the amount of training data is nonlinear [12], [13]. The
model accuracy depends on the model complexity and data
quality, and can hardly be predicted in advance. Without
accurate evaluation of contributions, incentive mechanisms
cannot correctively reward participants, leading to financial
loss or low participation rate.

Another challenge, in parallel with incentive mechanism de-
sign, imposed by many intelligent IoT applications is to update
models using fresh data, so that they can provide services
with high accuracy to adopt to the new environment [14].
For example, the weather-related predication services [15],
[16] always prefer the latest temperature and humidity data.
Therefore, the model for weather prediction needs to be re-
trained periodically using recently collected data from sensors.
This requirement has been advocated by a recently proposed
concept called the Age of Information (AoI) [17], which is
a new metric to quantify the freshness of collected data in
IoT. Although there exist some preliminaries studies [18], [19],
they cannot be combined with incentive mechanism design for
federated learning.

In this paper, we propose a novel incentive mechanism
design that integrates model updating using fresh data for
federated learning in IoT applications. A parameter server,
usually residing at the cloud, publishes a federated learning
task with rewards. A number of edge computing nodes, each
of which is in charge of some IoT devices, participate the
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federated learning by training local models using collected
data from devices. The parameter server aims to minimize the
total reward, while each edge node has its own interests of
maximizing the revenue that is defined by the received reward
from the parameter server minus its cost of data collection and
model training. We formulate the problem as a Stackelberg
game and derive the Nash Equilibrium that describes the
steady state of the whole federated learning system, given the
full knowledge of participants’ contributions.

To address the challenges of unshared decisions and am-
biguous contribution evaluation, we design an algorithm based
on deep reinforcement learning (DRL), which can learn system
states from historical training records. DRL approach has been
widely used in mobile networks [20]–[24]. Furthermore, it can
adjust the strategies of the parameter server and edge nodes,
according to environmental changes that may impose different
requirements on training data. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows.

• We study and formulate a Stackelberg game for federated
learning in IoT by integrating an incentive mechanism
and model updating requirements.

• We derive the Nash Equilibrium for the cases that par-
ticipants share their decisions (e.g., the amount of data
used for model training) and the parameter server can
accurately evaluate their contributions to the training
accuracy.

• We design an algorithm using DRL, so that the pa-
rameter server and edge nodes can dynamically adjust
their strategies to optimize their interests, even without
the knowledge of participants’ decisions and accurate
contribution evaluation.

• Extensive simulations are conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of our proposals. The results show that the
proposed learning-based approach matches the theoretical
analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some impor-
tant literature related to our work is reviewed in Section II.
Section III presents the problem description. Section IV gives
the incentive mechanism for scenarios of complete information
sharing. Section V provides the DRL-based incentive mech-
anism of scenarios without knowing any prior information.
Finally, Section VI evaluates the system performance by
numerical experiments and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Federated Learning

As a natural extension of distributed learning, federated
learning moves the training computation from centralized data
centers to devices or computing sites at network edge, so that
data can be kept at local storage to avoid the risks of privacy
leakage. This concept of federated learning is initialized by
Google [4] and later has attracted great research attentions
[25]–[28]. Since training computation is distributed among
devices connected with Internet, communication becomes the
main bottleneck. McMahan et al. [25] have presented a practi-
cal model for the federated learning based on model averaging
and conducted an extensive empirical evaluation. Tran et

al. [26] have studied the federated learning over wireless
networks by formulating an optimization problem that capture
tradeoff between communication and computation cost. Zhan
et al. [29] have proposed an experience-driven computation
resource allocation scheme to improve the energy efficiency of
federated learning by lowing CPU-cycle frequency of mobile
devices who are faster in the training group.

B. Incentive Mechanism Design

Incentive mechanisms based on game or auction theories
have been extensively studied in network and computation
resource allocation. Xu et al. [30] have studied truthful in-
centive mechanism for scenarios where mobile crowdsensing
tasks are time dependent. Li et al. [31] have summarized
incentive mechanism for both open and sealed markets for
device-to-device communications. An incentive mechanism for
the temperature setting in shared spaces in smart buildings
has been studied by [32]. Liu et al. [33] have proposed an
auction-based incentive mechanism to motivate spare vehicle
nodes to participate data caching in vehicle networks. In [34],
Zhan et al. have proposed the incentive mechanism based on
bargaining approach for crowdsensing. However, none of the
above work can be applied to solve our problem due to the
special challenges of unshared decisions and difficulties of
contribution evaluation in federated learning.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section, we briefly introduce the basics of federated
learning followed by the system model and problem formula-
tion.

A. Edge-based Federated Learning

Edge-based federated learning is a promising distributed
privacy-preserving machine learning technique that enables
edge nodes to collaboratively train a shared global model
without the need of uploading private local data to a central
server. Assume that there are N edge nodes with local datasets
{X1, X2, ..., XN}. We define xn

∆
= |Xn|, where | · | denotes

the size of the dataset. As shown in Fig. 1, each edge
node downloads a shared global model ϑ from the parameter
server and trains the model using its local data. Then, edge
nodes upload the new weights or gradients (i.e., local model
update) to the parameter server that updates the global model.
Therefore, the total size of data samples from N edge nodes

is
N∑

n=1
xn = X . The loss function of the edge node n with

dataset Xn is
Fn(ϑ)

∆
=

1

xn

∑
j∈Xn

fj(ϑ),

where fj(ϑ) is the loss function on the data sample j. The goal
is to optimize the global loss function F (ϑ) by minimizing the
weighted average of every edge node n’s local loss function
Fn(ϑ) on its local training samples [35], i.e.,

F (ϑ)
∆
=

Σj∈
∪

n
Xn

fj(ϑ)

|
∪

n Xn|
=

N∑
n=1

xnFn(ϑ)

X
,
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Fig. 1: Training Process of federated learning.

and
ϑ∗ = argminF (ϑ). (1)

Due to the inherent complexity of many machine learning
models, it is hard to find a close-form solution to Eq. (1).
Therefore, it is often solved through gradient-descent tech-
niques [25].

B. System Model

We consider one parameter server resides in the cloud, who
wants to motivate a set N = {1, 2, · · · , N} of edge nodes to
participate in the model training. These edge nodes connect
to the cloud via the Internet backbone. In order to participate
in the model training, each edge node collects data from the
IoT devices and then trains a model shared with other edge
nodes. In this paper, we model systems in a quasi-static state,
which means no edge node joins or leaves.

The parameter server generates only one training task in
each period by announcing a total payment τ > 0, while
each edge node decides its level of participation based on
the parameter server’s payment. Without loss of general-
ity, each edge node n ∈ N maintains a dataset Xn and
Xn

∩
Xm = ∅,∀m ∈ N ,m ̸= n. If Xn = ∅, edge node n

does not participate in the model training. The training cost
of edge node n includes two parts, computational cost and
communication cost, which are proportional to the amount
of data used for training. We let ccmp

n and ccomn denote
unit computational cost and communication cost, respectively.
Assume that all the training data in each edge node has the
same quality and is independently and identically distributed,
then the reward received by edge node n is proportional to
xn. Therefore, the utility of edge node n is defined by

un(xn,x−n) =
xn

N∑
m=1

xm

τ − ccomn xn − ccmp
n xn, (2)

where x−n = (x1, x2, · · · , xn−1, xn+1, · · · , xN ) is the train-
ing strategies of others except edge node n. The training
data contributed by each edge node can help the parameter
server train a better model. In this case, the computational
cost of edge node n is ccmp

n xn, and the communication cost
is ccomn xn. We use u(τ) to denote the utility of the parameter
server, which indicates the gain of model accuracy minus the
the total rewards paid to edge nodes. We conduct experiments
to measure the model accuracy under different amount of
training data and show the results in From Fig. 2. We observe
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Fig. 2: Test accuracy with varying the number of training
samples on MNIST dataset.

that the test accuracy of training model can be regarded as a
concave function with respect to the amount of training data.
Therefore, the utility of the parameter server is defined as

u(τ) = λg(X)− τ, (3)

where λ > 0 is a system parameter and g(X) is a concave
function with respect to the amount of training data.

C. Problem Formulation

We formulate the incentive mechanism for federated learn-
ing as a Stackelberg game [36] in each training period. There
are two stages in this mechanism. In the first stage, the
parameter server announces a total reward of τ , followed
by the second stage that each user determines its training
strategy to maximize its own utility. Therefore, the parameter
server is the leader and the edge nodes are the followers in
this Stackelberg game. Game theory is a powerful framework
to analyze the interactions among multiple players who act
in their own interests, such that no player has the incentive
to deviate unilaterally. Moreover, by using the intelligence
of each player, game theory is a useful tool for designing
decentralized mechanisms with low complexity, such that the
players can self-organize into a mutually satisfactory solution.
The strategy of the parameter server is the reward τ and that of
edge node n is the amount of contributed training data, which
is denoted by xn. Note that the second stage of the game can
be considered as a non-cooperative game. For any reward τ
given by parameter server and other nodes’ decisions x−n,
edge node n would like to determine a optimal decision xn

to maximize its utility in terms of obtained reward and cost,
i.e., max

xn

un(xn,x−n).

Definition 1. Nash Equilibrium. A set of strategies x∗ =
(x∗

1, x
∗
2, · · · , x∗

N ) is a Nash equilibrium [36] of the second
stage game if for any edge node n,

un(x
∗
n,x

∗
−n) ≥ un(xn,x

∗
−n),

for any xn ≥ 0.

The existence of the Nash equilibrium is important, since its
strategy profile is stable (no player has an incentive to make
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a unilateral change) whereas a non-Nash equilibrium strategy
profile is unstable.

IV. INCENTIVE MECHANISM WITH FULL INFORMATION

In this section, we first prove that for any given τ , the
second-stage game has a unique Nash equilibrium. For the
parameter server in the first stage, it needs to select a value
of τ to maximize its utility in Eqn. (3), i.e., max

τ
u(τ). In

Section IV-B, we prove that the game has a unique Stackelberg
equilibrium.

A. Edge node Participation

To study the Nash equilibrium of the second stage game in
federated learning game, we derive the first order derivative
of un(xn,x−n) with respect to xn as

∂un(xn,x−n)

∂xn
=

−τxn

(
N∑

m=1
xm)2

+
τ

N∑
m=1

xm

− ccomn − ccmp
n . (4)

Based on the first-order derivative of un, we can derive the
second-order derivative of un(xn,x−n) with respect to xn as

∂2un(xn,x−n)

∂xn
2

= −2τΣm̸=nxm

(
N∑

m=1
xm)3

< 0. (5)

Lemma 1. If the following conditions are satisfied, there exists
a Nash equilibrium in the game [36].

• The player set is finite.
• The strategy sets are closed, bounded, and convex.
• The utility functions are continuous and quasi-concave in

the strategy space.

Based on Eqn. (2), we know that xn ≤ τ
ccomn +ccmp

n
because

un must be positive. Therefore, from Lemma 1, we can derive
that there exists a Nash equilibrium in the second stage game.
Setting ∂un(xn,x−n)

∂xn
= 0, we have

−τxn

(
N∑

m=1
xm)2

+
τ

N∑
m=1

xm

− ccomn − ccmp
n = 0. (6)

Solving xn in Eqn. (6), we obtain

xn =

√
τ
∑

m̸=n xm

ccomn + ccmp
n

−
∑

m̸=n
xm. (7)

If the right hand side of Eqn. (7) is positive, it is also the
best response strategy of edge node n, due to the concavity of
un. Otherwise, edge node n does not participate in the edge-
based federated learning. Furthermore, if the right hand side
of Eqn. (7) is more than dn, then edge node n participates
with its best response by setting xn = dn. Therefore, we have

xn =


0, if τ ≤ (ccomn + ccmp

n )
∑

m ̸=n xm;√
τ
∑

m̸=n
xm

ccomn +ccmp
n

−
∑

m ̸=n xm, xn ∈ (0, dn);

dn, otherwise.

(8)

Theorem 1. For any m ∈ M ⊆ N participating the game
(i.e., xm ∈ (0, dn)), its optimal strategy is

x∗
m =

(M − 1)τ

Σn∈M(ccomn +ccmp
n )

(1− (M − 1)(ccomm + ccmp
m )

Σn∈M(ccomn + ccmp
n )

). (9)

Proof. According to Eqn. (8), for any m ∈ M, we have

M∑
n=1

x∗
n =

√
τ
∑

n∈M\{m} x
∗
n

ccomm + ccmp
m

. (10)

By setting ξ =
M∑
n=1

x∗
n, we can derive that


x∗
1 = ξ − ξ2(ccom1 +ccmp

1 )

τ

x∗
2 = ξ − ξ2(ccom2 +ccmp

2 )

τ
...

x∗
M = ξ − ξ2(ccomM +ccmp

M
)

τ

, (11)

Therefore,

ξ = Mξ −
ξ2

M∑
n=1

(ccomn + ccmp
n )

τ
. (12)

Based on Eqn. (12), we have

ξ =
(M − 1)τ

M∑
n=1

(ccomn + ccmp
n )

. (13)

By plugging Eqn. (13) into Eqn. (11), we can derive

x∗
m =

(M − 1)τ

Σn∈M(ccomn +ccmp
n )

(1− (M − 1)(ccomm + ccmp
m )

Σn∈M(ccomn + ccmp
n )

).

Since xm ∈ (0, dn), we can derive that
(M−1)τ

Σn∈M(ccomn +c
cmp
n )

(1− (M−1)(ccomm +ccmp
m )

Σn∈M(ccomn +ccmp
n )

) ∈ (0, dn).

B. parameter Server Payment Determination

According to the above analysis, the parameter server, which
is the leader in the Stackelberg game, knows that there exists
a unique Nash equilibrium among edge nodes under any given
value of τ . Therefore, the parameter server can maximize its
utility by choosing the optimal τ . Substituting Eqn. (9) into
Eqn. (3), we have

u(τ) = λg(

M∑
n=1

x∗
n)− τ. (14)

Theorem 2. There exists a unique Stackelberg equilibrium
(τ∗,x∗), where τ∗ is the unique maximizer of the parameter
server utility in Eqn. (3) over τ ∈ [0,∞).

Proof. The first order derivative of u(τ) is

∂u(τ)

∂τ
= λg′(X)

∂X

∂τ
− 1

= λg′(X)(
∂x∗

1

∂τ
+

∂x∗
2

∂τ
+ · · ·+ ∂x∗

N

∂τ
)− 1.
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Hence, the second order derivative of u(τ) is

∂2u(τ)

∂τ2
= λg′′(X)(

∂x∗
1

∂τ
+

∂x∗
2

∂τ
+ · · ·+ ∂x∗

M

∂τ
)2

+ λg′(X)(
∂2x∗

1

∂τ2
+

∂2x∗
2

∂τ2
+ · · ·+ ∂2x∗

M

∂τ2
)

= λg′′(X)(

M∑
n=1

(M − 1)

Σm∈M(ccomm +ccmp
m )

(1−

(M − 1)(ccomn + ccmp
n )

Σm∈M(ccomm + ccmp
m )

))2

Since g(X) is a concave function of X , then we can derive
that ∂2u(τ)

∂τ2 < 0. Therefore the utility of the parameter server
u(τ) defined in Eqn. (3) is a strictly concave function of τ
for τ ∈ [0,∞). Since the value of u(τ) is 0 for τ = 0 and
goes to −∞ when τ goes to ∞, it has a unique maximizer τ∗.
Therefore, there exists a unique Stackelberg equilibrium.

V. DRL-BASED INCENTIVE MECHANISM WITH
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

In this section, we study the DRL-based incentive mecha-
nism design without any prior information. We first introduce
the basic learning mechanism of applying DRL into the
decentralized incentive mechanism design problem. We then
describe how we transform it into a learning task and design
a DRL approach to determine the optimal strategies for the
parameter server and edge nodes, respectively.

A. A Basic Learning Mechanism
Unlike existing approaches, DRL strives to learn a general

action decision from past experiences based on the current
state and the given reward. The workflow of DRL-based in-
centive mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the parameter
server acts as a leader who interacts with the environment
in the DRL setting. At each training period t, the parameter
server agent observes a state st and determines an action
τt. When this action is done, edge nodes interact with each
other to determine their optimal participation level strategies.
Since each edge node does not know any information about
the decisions of other edge nodes, they need to learn the
optimal strategy. We can use an offline mode to train the edge
nodes. All the edge nodes interact with each other in a non-
cooperative game simulation environment to learn the Nash
equilibrium. After each edge node learns the Nash equilibrium,
they update the model based on their local data and upload
the updated model to the parameter server. Utile now, the
t-th training period ends. Then the current state transits to
the next state st+1 and the parameter server agent receives a
reward rt. If the parameter server agent continues this process,
it gets accumulated rewards after every action until done. The
objective of DRL is to find an optimal policy π mapping
a state to an action that maximizes the expected discounted
accumulated reward.

B. Design Details
Our DRL-based incentive mechanism uses an actor-critic

DRL model based on the state-of-the-art policy gradient
method Proximal policy optimization (PPO) [37].

1) State space of the parameter server: We consider the
practical scenario where the parameter server needs to train
a machine learning model periodically. The parameter server
can only observe the past strategies of edge nodes. Hence,
the state space of the parameter server’s DRL formula-
tion consists of two components, including its past payment
strategy history {τt−L, τt−L+1, · · · , τk−1} and edge nodes’
past participation level history {xt−L,xt−L+1, · · · ,xt−1}.
Integrating all these components together, the state in-
put of the parameter server can be represented as st =
{τt−L,xt−L, τt−L+1,xt−L+1, · · · , τt−1,xt−1}.

2) State space of the edge nodes: In each training period,
edge nodes should determine their optimal training strategies.
Since the edge nodes do not know any prior information
of the others, it is very hard for the them to determine the
optimal training strategies under the given payment. Hence,
we use a offline training mode where edge nodes learn
their optimal training strategies (i.e., Nash equilibrium) in a
simulated environment. As has formulated in Section III-B,
the training strategies of edge nodes are affected by all the
nodes’ private information and the parameter server’s payment
strategy. But for each edge node, it could observe the history
of other edge nodes’ training strategies and current parameter
server’s payment. Therefore, the state input of edge node n is
snt,k = {xt,k−L

−n ,xt,k−L+1
−n , · · · ,xt,k−1

−n , τ t}.
3) Policy of the parameter server: When receiving a state

st, the parameter server agent needs to take an action τt
to incentivize the edge nodes. The action space can be
represented as τt ∈ [0,+∞). Since the action space of
the parameter server agent is continuous, there are infinite
{state, action} pairs so that they can not be stored in a tabular
form and solve the problem by Q learning [38], [39]. To
address this issue, we use a neural network to represent the
policy πθ. Then we can represent the parameter server’s policy
as π(τt|st,θ) → [0,∞).

4) Policies of edge nodes: In the simulated non-cooperative
game environment, each edge node needs to determine the
training strategy xn

t,k when receiving a state snt,k. Since the ac-
tion space of each edge node is also continuous, the neural net-
work is also used to represent the policy πn(x

n
t,k|snt,k,θn) →

[0,∞). Edge nodes continuously learn until they reach the
Nash equilibrium under the current parameter server’s payment
strategy.

5) Reward of the parameter server: When applying an
action τt to the state st, the parameter server agent receives
a reward rt from the environment. Considering the model
formulation in Section III-B, we define the reward rt as
the utility function of the parameter server which satisfies
rt = u(τt).

6) Reward of edge nodes: In the t-th training period, at
the k-th game, each edge node determines a training strategy
xn
t,k. As has formulated in Section III-B, the reward rnt,k can

be defined as rnt,k = un(x
n
t,k,x

−n
t,k , τt).

C. DRL Training Methodology

We train the DRL-based incentive mechanism model based
on actor-critic model [40] since the actor-critic architecture
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Fig. 3: The workflow of using DRL for incentive mechanism design in federated learning.

well matches our scenario and it also has shown successful
applications in many other applications [41]–[43]. For the
parameter server, it maintains a policy π(τt|st,θ) (the actor
network) and an estimation of the value function V (st,ω)
(the critic network), where θ is the policy parameter and
ω is the parameter of the value function. Each edge node
also maintains a policy πn(x

n
t |snt ,θn) and an estimate of

the value function Vn(s
n
t ,ωn). In each training period, the

parameter server determines a policy τ t. After all the edge
nodes receive the payment issued by the parameter server,
each edge node agent continues to take actions x after all edge
nodes determining their actions. The edge node agents update
both the policy and value functions based on the returns of
every D actions. As the training continues, each edge node
will learn the optimal training strategy under the payment
of τt. The parameter server agent continues to determine the
payment strategy after receiving the optimal training strategy
of edge nodes. It also updates both the policy and value
function based on the returns of every D training period. The
parameters of the deep neural networks are selected through
fine-tuning. Especially, the actor network has two hidden fully-
connected layers, each of which contains 200 nodes and 50
nodes, respectively. The critic network also has two hidden
fully-connected layers, each of which has 200 nodes and 50
nodes, respectively.

The policy gradient methods [44] are fundamental to recent
breakthroughs in using deep neural networks for updating the
DRL model. However, getting good results via policy gradient
methods is challenging because they are sensitive to the choice
of stepsize. If two small, the progress is hopelessly slow. But
too large, the signal is overwhelmed by the noise, or one
might see catastrophic drops in performance. They also often
have very poor sample efficiency, taking millions (or billions)
of timesteps to learn simple tasks [45]. Some works have
sought to eliminate these flaws of policy gradient method with
approaches like TRPO [46] and ACER [47], by constraining
or otherwise optimizing the size of a policy update. However,
they are too complicated to implement. PPO algorithm [37]
strikes a balance between ease of implementation, sample
complexity, and ease of tuning, trying to compute an update
at each step that minimizes the cost function while ensuring
the deviation from the previous policy is relative. Hence, in

this paper, the training process of the parameter server agent
and edge node agent employs the state-of-the-art policy opti-
mization approach PPO. Once the actor-critic network is well
trained, parameter server and edge nodes can determine their
own strategies based on the output of their actor networks,
respectively.

During the learning-based incentive mechanism execution,
given the observation information as input, the participants
utilize their own actor networks to generate actions, and
thus the computational complexity is merely based on a
fully-connected deep neural network. According to [48], the
time complexity of a fully-connected deep neural network is
determined by the number of multiplication operations, which

is O(
F∑

f=1

ϵf ϵf−1), and ϵ is the number of neural units in fully-

connected layer f . In our design, we use two-fully hidden
layers in the actor networks. Meanwhile, since modern edge
nodes are becoming stronger and stronger, they can afford
the computational overhead incurred by such a kind of actor
networks.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experiment Settings

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed incentive mechanism
in federated learning. We conduct our experiments using
Tensorflow 1.9 on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The parameters of
DRL agent are selected through fine-tuning. Specially, the
actor network has two hidden fully-connected layers, each of
which contains 200 nodes and 50 nodes, respectively. The
critic network also has two hidden fully-connected layers,
each of which has 200 nodes and 50 nodes, respectively. We
set D = 20 and L = 5 by default. In this paper, we use
g(X) = 10 ∗ ln(1+X) to denote the benefit of the parameter
server in the federated learning.

B. Experiment Results

We first study the convergence of the proposed DRL-based
incentive mechanism when there are two edge nodes. We set
ccmp
1 = ccmp

2 = 1, ccom1 = 0.5, ccom2 = 3 and λ = 10. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), the parameter server’s pricing strategy
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Fig. 4: Convergence of DRL-based incentive mechanism.

converges to the Stackelberg equilibrium. In Fig. 4(b) the
edge nodes’ training strategies also converge to the Nash
equilibrium. From Fig. 4, we can see that the incentive
mechanism designed in this paper can motivate the edge nodes
to participate in the federated learning. Also, the DRL-based
incentive mechanism can learn the optimal strategies for the
parameter server and edge nodes.

We then study the influence of training cost. Specifically,
we study the training cost by changing edge node 1’s unit
communication cost (i.e., ccom1 ) from 0.5 to 2.5. The unit
computational costs of edge nodes are ccmp

1 = 1 and ccmp
2 = 1,

respectively. The unit communication cost of node 2 is ccom2 =
3. As shown in Fig. 5(a), we observe that the parameter server
decreases its payment as the increasing of training cost. For
example, when the training cost of node 1 is 1.5, the parameter
server makes the payment of 4.5 to incentivize the edge nodes
to participate in the federated learning. However, when the unit
training cost of node 1 increases to 3.5, a lower payment of
2.5 will be made to edge nodes. In Fig. 5(b), we observe that
the edge nodes’ participation level decreases when the training
cost increases. For example, when edge node 1’s training cost
is 1.5, edge node 1 participates the federated learning with
participation level of 0.6. But when the training cost increases
to 3.5, edge node 1 participates in the federated learning with
only 0.18 participation level. As shown in Fig. 5(c), it is
expected that the parameter server’s utility decreases as the
training costs of edge nodes increase. In Fig. 5(c), we compare
the DRL-based incentive mechanism with the random and
greedy approaches. In random approach, the parameter server
determines the payment in each training round randomly,
while in greedy the parameter server determines its strategy
according to the best strategy in the past training periods. In
the actual scenario, the parameter server does not know any
prior information about the edge nodes and the relationship
between model accuracy and the amount of training data.
Therefore, the parameter server could only determines the
payment to the edge nodes randomly. In Fig. 5(c), we can
find that the DRL-based incentive mechanism is much better
than the baselines.

Fig. 6 shows the impact of number of edge nodes. In this
experiment, we randomly choose edge node’s unit communi-
cation cost ccomn and unit computation cost ccmp

n within (0, 2].
As shown in Fig. 6(a), we observe that the parameter server’s
utility increases when the number of edge nodes increases. For

example, when there are only 2 edge nodes, the parameter
server’s utility is nearly 3.2. However, when the number of
edge nodes increases to 10, a higher utility of 7.2 can be
obtained by the parameter server. In Fig. 6(b), we observer
that the average utility of edge nodes decreases as more and
more edge nodes participate in the federated learning. That
is, although the parameter server increases its payment to
incentivize more edge nodes to participate in the federated
learning in Fig. 6(c), it leads to more competition among edge
nodes. Therefore, each edge node could obtain less reward
from the parameter server. For example, the average utility of
edge nodes decreases by 94.8% as the number of edge nodes
changes from 2 to 10.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the distributed machine learn-
ing on edge nodes, federated learning, in which the training
model is distributed to participating edge nodes performing
training tasks on their local data. Though it has the benefit
of data privacy, it is not clear how the incentive mechanism
impacts on the utility of the parameter server. We address
this issue by providing an incentive mechanism based on
Stackelberg game approach. First, we analyze the uniqueness
of the Nash equilibrium in the second-stage of the Stackelberg
game and the uniqueness of the Stackelberg equilibrium in the
first-stage. Second, due to the unique challenges of unshared
information and difficulties of contribution evaluation in feder-
ated learning, we propose the DRL-based incentive mechanism
to address these issues. Finally, numerical experiments have
been done to further demonstrate the efficiency of the DRL-
based incentive mechanism as compared with the baseline
approaches.
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